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Preface

“Teleoperated Driving – Bridging technology to autonomous driving” is an in-depth research into the status quo, application 
area characteristics, deployment scenarios and future potential of teleoperated driving within selected focus industries. 

The presented results are based on a combinatory approach: extensive market screening, and interviews with experts and 
decision makers conducted from user and technology provider perspective.

As an intermediate stage to autonomous driving, which is still several years away, teleoperated driving is on its way to 
becoming an important complementary technology with a growing number of realistic application scenarios and pilot projects 
that are already put into practice, e.g., in automated parking, logistics, and in fenced-in areas such as airports and in 
agriculture. 

In order to fully succeed, the teleoperated driving must overcome the challenges on the software, connectivity and hardware 
layer. 
Further synergies between all applications involved in the process are needed to both satisfy customer’s expectations and 
provide a 
secure and reliable technology.  
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Introduction

Dear Reader,

In our partnership with Ottopia the aim was to demonstrate that safe teleoperation is technically feasible under current (2020) state of affairs. In a pilot project, finalized in early 2020, we could 
prove that the combination of teleoperation and built-in autonomous technology delivers the level of safety and security which is needed to drive a car remotely under public road conditions. 
For us, as a provider of connected mobility solutions, engaging in Teleoperation is a natural next step to complement our customers efforts in advancing their CASE (Connected Autonomous 
Electrified Shared) and CCAM (Cooperative Connected Automated Autonomous Mobility) capabilities. 

Now with this study we broaden the scope and look at a variety of use-cases in order to understand where, how and when Teleoperation really makes sense, not only from a technical but also 
from a commercial perspective. It is an interesting finding, that in some deployment scenarios Teleoperation is already productive in use, whereas in others it is almost 10 years away. Another 
finding is that Teleoperation can be considered a preliminary stage, a safety-relevant extension and a cost-efficient complement on the way towards fully automated & autonomous driving. 
This study by Frenus and T-Systems examines application scenarios in various industries such as transport, aviation, mining, ports and the automotive industry and evaluates the relevant core 
technologies. It provides you with breadth and depth insights along the following questions:

• Which use cases offer the greatest potential?
• What is the current level of maturity of the technology?
• How is the future development assessed by experts?
• How can technological and infrastructural challenges be overcome?

Please feel free to contact me to discuss the potential of Teleoperated Driving also in your industry and company.

I wish you an exciting reading,

Joachim Klink
Head of Autonomous Driving & Integrated Mobility
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MARKET DEFINITION
 Teleoperated driving market can be segmented into four key levels - type of operational area, vehicle types, teledriving levels & focused application areas –

applications on land with most ground vehicle archetypes such as main-stream people/goods transport (e.g., cars, trucks), industry specific (e.g. forklifts, loaders), 
purpose-built vehicles (e.g., delivery robots, unmanned shuttles) are taken into consideration – maritime, space and aerial appplications are out of scope

SEGMENT EVALUATION CRITERIA
 Six distinct application area characteristics for evaluation of each application area - scope of market penetration, time to maturity, degree of geofencing & 

landscape complexity, degree of initiatives and number of deployment scenarios

 Expert’s view on all application characteristics with interviews from the domains - teleoperated driving SW&HW providers, connectivity providers, OEM’s, industrial 
customers with participants ranging from topic experts from research institutes, professionals with industry specific expertise and specialists from core 
teleoperated driving SW&HW providers

USE CASES
 Four common use-cases across all application areas identified as: Tele-assistance, teledriving, hybrid operation (i.e., tele assistance & driving on-demand) & 

tandem operation (simultaneous operation of fleets)

 Teleassistance & teledriving are more addressed use cases by the whole ecosystem, while tandem operation use case is at a growth stage - hybrid operation use 
case is still at introductory stage with rather low maturity. Experts view teleassistance to be more adopted in the short term than teledriving use case

BEST PRACTICES
 Fully operational projects predominantly seen in sectors characterized by controllable environments & preset routes such as intralogistics in warehouses & factory

premises, fleet management of AGV’s in ports and teleoperation of mining vehicles

 Sectors primarily operating in public & semi-public environments such as mobility and last-mile delivery see a high degree of dynamics in the concept & testing 
phases signifying the high market relevance for teleoperation
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 Smart yard shifting

 Last-mile delivery

 Chemical transport

 Intralogistics

LOGISTICS

MARKET 
RELEVANCE

MARKET 
PENETRATION

TIME TO 
MATURITY

DEGREE OF 
FENCING

2-4 YEARS

 Significant relevance in shorterm in both closed site 
logistic & last mile delivery areas 

 Fully operational projects in closed circuits such as 
intralogistics in warehouses and fleet mgmt. of AGV’s 

 Whereas pilot & testing cases observed in last-mile
delivery area

 Tele-op of special purpose-built vehicles and robots is 
gaining traction in last-mile delivery area

 Transport shuttles

 Luggage transport

 Indoor cleaning

 Snow clearance ops

AIRPORTS

MARKET 
RELEVANCE

MARKET 
PENETRATION

TIME TO 
MATURITY

DEGREE OF 
FENCING

 Airport operators actively pursue autonomous & tele-op 
solutions & working with legislation authorities

 Current autonomous roadmaps of airport operators 
hindered due to Covid-19

 Future growth highly dependent on increased air traffic
growth 

 Medium attractive market with mid-term time to 
maturity with most initiatives are at POC and testing 
level

 Remote driving in 
hazardous areas

 AGV tele-op

 Fleet management

MINING

MARKET 
RELEVANCE

MARKET 
PENETRATION

TIME TO 
MATURITY

DEGREE OF 
FENCING

 Early adopter of teleoperation technology and for short 
range (radio) and operator on-site applications 

 High future growth in the short-term taking efficiencies 
& driver safety into consideration

 TD specialists offering a retrofitting solution whereas 
OEM’s does not offer tele-op kit as after-market add-on

 ISO is currently working on a standard regarding 
permission to 3rd party teleoperated driving providers 
to operate the OEM vehicles

 Remote tractor ops

 Fleet management

 Autonomous agri-
machines

AGRICULTURE

MARKET 
RELEVANCE

MARKET 
PENETRATION

TIME TO 
MATURITY

DEGREE OF 
FENCING

 No hard legislation & high degree of fencing in 
comparison to other industries

 On-going labor shortages, shortcomings of going fully
autonomous leads to high market penetration scope

 OEM’s are conservative to permit access to 3rd party 
providers & fewer number of initiatives by the ecosystem

 Remote control of agricultural machines is currently 
available using radio technology

 Smart yard shifting

 AGV tele-op

 Shuttle/ Straddle carrier 
tele-op 

PORTS

MARKET 
RELEVANCE

MARKET 
PENETRATION

TIME TO 
MATURITY

DEGREE OF 
FENCING

 Port/container operators argue for a business case 
evaluation for going fully autonomous vs fully tele-op 

 Projects with all kinds of maturity such as concept, pilot 
& tests observed 

 High scope not only in cargo terminals but also in 
passenger & LNG terminals

 TD specialists are observed to be not active in ports 
whereas port machinery manufacturers are developing 
own tele-operation modules

 Remote vehicle 
delivery/renting

 Transport shuttles

 Remote valet park

MOBILITY

MARKET 
RELEVANCE

MARKET 
PENETRATION

TIME TO 
MATURITY

DEGREE OF 
FENCING

 Higher interest and more dynamics by all ecosystem 
providers with high number of initiatives

 No clear legislation & safety framework hinders the 
adoption in short-term

 Even though having overall long-term time to maturity, 
expert's opinion is that some applications such as remote
valet parking services will see a quicker adoption

 Companies are piloting fully automated parking (SAE 
Level-4) lots e.g., Mercedes – Bosch – Apcoa –Stuttgart 
airport

0-3 YEARS 0-3 YEARS

3-6 YEARS 0-3 YEARS 6-9 YEARS*

Very High; Score - 4 Medium; Score - 2 Low; Score - 1High; Score - 3
* valid for the whole application area in general with few 
exceptional scenarios foresee a faster adoption
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PROVIDER GROUPS

 TD Specialists - Tele-op core hardware and software providers are small to medium sized companies, characterized by tele-operation & autonomous technology as 
core products - majority are HQ-ed in US and Europe – very few are cross industry specialists while most of them focus on single application area 

 OEMs - Industry specific OEMs & special purpose-built vehicle OEMs (transport shuttles, logistic robots) are observed to incorporate tele-op modules onto their 
vehicles from design phase - major main-stream OEMs are not developing teleoperation solutions and indeed partnering with TD specialists

 ICT - Low degree of initiatives by the software tech giants, IT consulting & system integration companies, Telco's are part of pilot and testing projects in 
collaboration with research institutes and TD specialists 

ECOSYSTEM STRATEGIES

 Multiple collaborations are observed across the eco-system between core SW&HW providers, research institutes, OEMs and telcos except with telesolution 
providers; Platform providers are trying to achieve vehicle-agnostic approach for teleoperated driving i.e., one platform to remotely operate any kind of vehicle 

 TD specialists partnering with emerging OEMs & industry companies targeting purpose-built vehicles - increased partnerships with non-traditional emerging OEMs 
to codevelop tele-operation-based solutions includes e-scooters, delivery robots etc.,

 Teleoperated solution providers are currently not active - attributable to projects which are still at low maturity - where concrete solutions have not yet been built 
around test scenarios

EXPECTATIONS & CHALLENGES

 Maturity of technology to be fully operational but not a proof-of-concept level - alignment to their current autonomous roadmaps and added value to their 
business – fast & safe solution and integration with existing or new IT infrastructure and multiple scale collaboration are key expectations from customers

 Experts from TD specialists quote that the current pilot and small-scale implementations are performed by themselves and strongly agree the need for integration
partner for large scale implementations and scalability to cope up with the future market growth

TD – Tele-operated driving
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Analysis Methodology
Three step project execution: secondary research to identify application areas & use cases, following derivation of evaluation criteria for focus segment 
identification, and expert interviews for validation & extension of secondary research results and significance assessment of each segment
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SECONDARY RESEARCH

 Technology provider analysis 

 Teledriving hardware and software

 Telecommunication

 Prospective customer analysis

 Vehicle OEMs & suppliers incl. special vehicles

 Industry-specific analysis for specific customers from key 
industries

 Keyword analysis

 Teledriving topic specific keywords & research

 Vehicle-type specific keywords & research

 Teledriving technology specific keywords & research (for 
current & future technologies)

Secondary research results serve as a base for development of 
questionnaire (used in primary research step), selection of key 
providers, provider group strategies and inputs regarding key 
technologies

RESEARCH

INDUSTRY EVALUATION 
CRITERIA

Development of evaluation criteria
which analyzes market relevance of 
different application areas for 
teledriving. Iterative in nature –
depending on expert interviews & 
additional client input

 Scope of market penetration
 Time to maturity
 Degree of geofencing
 Degree of initiatives
 Number of deployment scenarios

EVALUATION

EXPERT INTERVIEWS

Primary research in order to expand secondary research results and evaluation of the identified 
industries, use cases, and deployment scenarios:

 Focus application areas

 Current maturity and future significance for teledriving

 Factors affecting application areas attractiveness for teledriving

 Use cases/ deployment scenarios

 Further input regarding possible deployment scenarios, by application areas

 Involvement of a cloud & connectivity player

 Key expectations and challenges

 Ecosystem dynamics

 Technology standpoint

 Key technologies from cloud/ connectivity domain impacting the market

Interview contents customized for the different interview groups, i.e., teledriving specialists vs. 
industry experts vs. automotive experts vs. telco providers, etc

VALIDATION

9Tele-op, tele-operation, TD, teledriving are synonymous terms to tele-operated driving used across the analysis interchangeably



Expert Interview Summary
In total, 17 interviews were conducted across a wide range of participants blended with topic experts from research institutes, professionals with industry 
specific expertise and specialists from core teleoperated driving SW&HW providers 
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13 
experts from 
Europe

17
interviews 
conducted Participants

PARTICIPANT DEMOGRAPHICS

 Geographical scope: Europe

 Corporate hierarchy: CXO level for start-ups, managers and above

 Key domains: teleoperated driving SW&HW providers, connectivity providers, OEM’s, potential customers 

 Company size: All

 Participant clusters: Topic experts from research institutes, specialists from teleoperated driving provider 
groups (HW& SW, connectivity, OEM’s) & experienced professionals from each application area

QUESTIONNAIRE CONTENT

The questionnaire was divided into five main chapters:

 Adoption in Europe: Current and future adoption of in Europe, key governing factors affecting the adoption

 Application area characteristics: Current scope of market penetration, timeline of adoption (maturity) 
among different application areas, key deployment scenarios observed in respective industry/application 
area, degree of fencing & landscape complexity for each application area

 Providers: Expectations from other ecosystem players, key strategies to cover the entire value chain 

 Customers: Status of teleoperated driving adoption in respective companies and among industry peers, 
expectations from different ecosystem players

 Technology: Key tech challenges & success factors which have high impact on the rate of adoption

Professionals with industry 
specific expertise

Specialists from 
teleoperated driving 

providers

Topic experts from 
research institutes

 Eleven participants with core industrial 
experience from the following areas: ports, 
airports, material handling, car rental etc.

 To understand the viability of teleoperated 
driving technology in their respective 
industries

 Four participants from the companies that 
provide teleoperated driving technology 
software and hardware

 To interpret the focus application areas, scope 
of their solutions, type of deployment 
scenarios and time to maturity of the tech

 Two participants from research institutes who 
are currently working in the development of 
teleoperated driving tech

 From the technology standpoint, to 
understand key challenges & success factors 
which have high impact on adoption
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Relevant Market Definition
Teleoperated driving market can be segmented into four key levels such as type of operational area, vehicle types, teledriving levels & focused application 
areas; Current analysis focuses on applicational areas operating on land and most ground vehicle archetypes

1. OPERATIONAL AREA LAND OPERATIONS NON-LAND OPERATIONS

MAIN-STREAM PEOPLE 
TRANSPORT

MAIN-STREAM 
INDUSTRY

PURPOSE BUILT
COMPLEX 

ENVIRONMENT

Four and three wheelers

(cars, buses, trucks, 
eScooters)

Forklifts, tractors, 
bulldozers, harvesters, etc

People transport pods, last 
mile delivery robots, etc.

Military vehicles, hazardous 
environment robots

MARINE VEHICLES

Submarines, autonomous 
boats, etc

AERIAL VEHICLES

Drones, gliders, etc

2. VEHICLE TYPES

3.
TELEDRIVING LEVELS 
(based on role of 
operator)

LEVEL 3: DIRECT 
CONTROL

LEVEL 2: INDIRECT 
CONTROL

LEVEL 1: DISPATCHER LEVEL 0: NO ROLE

Strategic, tactical, and 
operational

Strategic and tactical Strategic N/A

 Strategic: travel planning (e.g., define driving 
goals and choose route), considering options, 
costs etc.

 Tactical: speed selection, lane selection, object 
and event response, manoeuvre planning

 Operational: longitudinal and lateral control as 
well as object and event detection, and 
classification

4.
FOCUS APPLICATION 
AREAS (incl. use cases/ 
deployments)

MOBILITY MINING AGRICULTURE LOGISTICS CONSTRUCTN. PORTS
REALESTATE & 

FACILITY 
MGMT.

AIRPORTS DEFENSE
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Hierarchy of Key Terminologies
Teleassistance, teledriving, hybrid operation, and tandem operation are the generic use cases of teleoperated driving, and are standard across all 
application areas while deployment scenarios are unique and specific to a particular application area and the overarching use case combination

1. APPLICATION AREAS MOBILITY MINING AGRICULTURE LOGISTICS CONSTRUCTN. DEFENSE PORTS AIRPORTS ……

2. USE CASES TELEA-
SSISTANCE

TELEDRIVING
HYBRID 

OPERATION
TANDEM 

OPERATION
……

3.
DEPLOYMENT 
SCENARIOS

Unexpected 
situation 

assistance

Remote valet 
services

Automated 
valet parking

Fleet 
management

……

Transport for 
seniors/ 
disabled

Driving resp. 
turnover

Platooning

Remote vehicle 
delivery

Deployment scenarios are specific to application areas and the overarching use case combination

USE CASE DEFINITIONS:
 Teleassistance: Remote guidance or path planning of the vehicle 

from the teleoperation centre during unexpected circumstances 
where the operator pitches in to solve the situation

 Teledriving: Real-time direct remote control of the vehicle from 
the teleoperation centre where an external operator drives the 
vehicle using a live-stream video. The operator is completely 
responsible for trajectory planning, speed handling, maneuvering 
and finally reaching the destination point

 Tandem operation: Remote operation or driving of more than 1 
vehicle or a complete fleet of vehicles from the teleoperation 
centre by an operator

 Hybrid operation: combination of teleassistance and teledriving. 
Under this mode, an operator uses teleoperation control of the 
vehicle when doing technical operations. An operator may then 
assign the vehicle a destination point on the map, then the 
vehicle is autonomously driven to that point

Use cases incorporation in specific application areas results in deployment scenarios. They remain 
constant among all application areas
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Application Area Summary & Potential Evaluation
Logistics, mining, ports, airports, agriculture & mobility application areas show medium to high relevance with logistics and mining topping the list; Time to 
maturity is long-term for overall mobility segment, while few exceptional applications such as remote valet parking see a quicker adoption

January 2021

#DEPLOYMENT 
SCENARIOS

 Adoption highly dependent on legislation and safety frameworks for full traffic & public environments
 Experts view some applications such as valet services, situational assistance to foresee quicker adoption 

MARKET

SCOPE OF MARKET 
PENETRATION

MARKET 
RELEVANCE

 High relevance is due to huge market penetration scope in both closed site logistic & last mile 
 Significant scenarios include intra logistic operations in warehouses, factories & last mile delivery

 Early adopter of tele-op and having a high market penetration scope in short term 
 Experts view tele-operations as easy to implement due to no hard legislation & driver safety concerns

 Operators plan for complete automation while tele-op advances hand in hand with fully autonomous
 Significant scenarios include tele-op in hazardous port areas & edge cases of autonomous vehicle

 Medium to high relevance due to huge market penetration scope with a mid-term time to maturity 
 Future growth is highly dependent on increased air-passenger traffic

 Experts' opinion is that tele-op in agriculture has short term time to maturity & high scope of penetration
 Need for high human intervention making tele-op more ideal than fully-autonomous 

 Long-term time to maturity & less initiatives sums to less relevance
 Key scenarios are remote driving in universities/business parks & facility cleaning robots

 Initiatives relatively low by ecosystem players & also affected by landscape complexity for adoption 
 Experts from tele-op providers segment perceive construction application area as low attractive market

 Tele-operation applications in defense are prominent since years & they develop own solutions 
 Experts view defence organizations operate their vehicles rather by themselves 

LOGISTICS

MINING

PORTS

AIRPORTS

AGRICULTURE

MOBILITY

REAL-ESTATE & 
FACILITY MGMT

CONSTRUCTION

DEFENSE & 
SAFETY

TIME TO 
MATURITY

DEGREE OF 
INITIATIVES

DEGREE OF 
FENCING

LANDSCAPE USE-CASESRANKING

2-4 YEARS

0-3 YEARS

0-3 YEARS

3-6 YEARS

0-3 YEARS

6-9 YEARS *

6-9 YEARS

6-9 YEARS

0-3 YEARS

Time to maturity - Time until initial full-scale deployments will be noticed in the respective application area (Expert's opinion)

Degree of Fencing - Operating landscape type ranked based on public/traffic, semi public/traffic & no public/traffic environments 

Market relevance - Combined outcome of defined application characteristics such as market penetration scope, time to maturity, degree of initiatives etc.,

Scope of market penetration - Relative opportunity of market at current point in time in comparison to other application areas (Expert's opinion)

Industry segments Summary
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* valid for the whole application area in general with few exceptional scenarios foresee a faster adoptionVery High Medium LowHigh Evaluation



Use-Cases & Deployment Scenarios
Teleassistance and teledriving are more addressed use cases by the whole ecosystem while tandem operation is at a growth stage and hybrid operation is 
at a relatively introductory stage; Experts view teleassistance to be more adopted in the short-term than teledriving use case
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APPLICATION AREA
TELE-

ASSISTANCE
KEY DEPLOYMENT SCENARIOS

 Remote driving in edge cases 
for AV’s or robots

 Remote driving in edge cases 
for autonomous vehicles

 Remote driving in edge cases 
for autonomous vehicles

 Remote driving in edge cases 
for autonomous vehicles or 
robots

 Situational assistance to 
autonomous tractors

 Remote driving in edge cases 
for autonomous vehicles

 Remote driving in edge cases 
for autonomous vehicles

 Remote driving in edge cases 
for autonomous vehicles

 N/A

 Sport Vehicle Testing

TANDEM 
OPERATION

KEY DEPLOYMENT SCENARIOS

 Fleet management 

 Fleet management

 Fleet management

 Fleet management

 Fleet management

 Fleet management
 Remote vehicle renting

 N/A

 Fleet management

 N/A

 MaaS fleet cleaning
 Preparation of fleet vehicles

HYBRID 
OPERATION

KEY DEPLOYMENT SCENARIOS

 N/A

 Auto tramming
 Guided tele-operations

 Guided tele-operations

 Guided tele-operations

 N/A

 Automated valet parking
 E-scooter pickup services

 Auto tramming

 Platooning

 N/A

TELE-
DRIVING

KEY DEPLOYMENT SCENARIOS

 Smart yard shifting
 First & last mile delivery

 Remote driving-mining vehicles 
 Driver training

 Container logistics operations 
 Smart yard shifting

 Luggage & people transport
 Indoor airport ops (cleaning)

 Remote tractor/harvester ops
 Agri-robot ops

 Remote valet parking
 Responsibility turn-over

 Transport in office campuses 
 Facility cleaning robots

 Excavator and Truck ops,
 Remote Steamrolling

 Emergency situations, 
 Disaster rescue missions

 Car wash services
 Industrial waste disposal

KEY DEPLOYMENT SCENARIOS PER USE-CASE

LOGISTICS

MINING

PORTS

AIRPORTS

AGRICULTURE

MOBILITY

REAL ESTATE & 
FACILITY MGMT

CONSTRUCTION

DEFENSE

OTHERS

 N/A

High 
Focus

Medium 
Focus

Low 
Focus

Not 
Applicable

Use case coverage
MaaS – Mobility as a Service



SEGMENT: LOGISTICS



Logistics Application Area: Summary
Highest market relevance compared to all other application areas with high number of initiatives from the ecosystem; Industry experts mention that 
logistics has a high scope of market penetration and expect further partnerships between teleoperated driving operators & PBV1-OEMs
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“Pilot project in a chemical plant to transport highly sensitive and 
dangerous chemical samples more than 10 times a day enabling high 
driver safety. Complete implementation is done completely by tele-op 
SW&HW and complete liability lies with us” 

- Teleoperated driving startup

“Companies who are developing PBV’s will be highly beneficial for this 
technology and partnering with them makes sense – Car OEM’s are not 
very favorable of this technology” 

- Teleoperated driving startup

Application Area Characteristics (relative in 
nature – compared with other application areas)

APPLICATION 

AREA

Use Cases Coverage 

Key Deployment Scenarios

INTERVIEWEE INSIGHTS

“Our current focus areas are warehouses, industrial plants, distribution 
centres and all other closed sites with no or minimum traffic. All these 
areas have similar archetypes and no hard legislation rules enabling easy 
implementation” 

- Teleoperated driving startup

Market Relevance

 Smart-yard shifting
 Last-mile delivery
 Fleet management

 Intra-Logistics in 
WH/Factory

 Store hailing

MARKET DEVELOPMENT

Expert’s opinion is that logistics application area, both in closed sites and last-mile 
delivery areas has high market penetration scope and with high degree of 
initiatives happening in the logistics area and with medium degree of fencing & 
landscape complexity sums to a very high market relevance

DEGREE OF 
INITIATIVES

NO. OF DEPLOYMENT 
SCENARIOS

DEGREE OF FENCING
Current Status
 Fully operational projects in closed circuits such as intralogistics 

in warehouses while pilot cases in last-mile delivery area 

Future Growth
 Large scale implementations in fenced areas can be seen in short-

term and last-mile delivery using trucks and robots in semi-public 
environments in next 3 to 6 years

Tele 
Assistance

Tele Driving
Hybrid 

Operation
Tandem 

Operation

Time to 
Maturity

2-4 YEARS

“Fully operational project at one of our factories where one 
operator/supervisor can control upto 70 AGV’s, from a remote operation 
centre. The supervisor can guide safely during emergencies or alarms 
and intelligent way of recharging” 

- Forklift manufacturer

ACTIVE PBV - OEMs

 In comparison with traditional car/truck OEMs, companies producing PBV’s are 
incorporating tele-op modules from the design phase and are highly favorable for 
partnerships 

(Typical example of companies who are producing PBVs; Scope – Worldwide)

SCOPE OF MARKET 
PENETRATION

High 
Focus

Medium 
Focus

Low 
Focus

Not 
Applicable

Use case coverage

Very High Medium LowHigh Evaluation 1: PBV - Purpose Built Vehicles



Logistics Application Area: Use Cases & Deployments
Intralogistics in warehouses, factory premises and last-mile delivery are key deployment scenarios; Teleoperated driving specialists and PBV – OEMs are 
observed to be more active and have acquired projects with shipping companies and food delivery companies
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TELEASSISTANCE

TELEDRIVING

HYBRID 
OPERATION

TANDEM 
OPERATION

USE CASE DEPLOYMENT

Remote riving in 
Edge cases

 Remote guidance of logistic vehicle/ robot from remote centre during 
difficult situations such as obstacle recognition, changing path layouts, etc

Intralogistics in 
Warehouses

 Shifting of truck trailers from one position to other in large logistic yards of 
warehouses or distribution centres

Smart Yard Shifting

 Remote control of yard trucks to navigate between loading and unloading 
docks, identify, retrieve and move trailers in huge logistic yards

Store Hailing  Tele-op of robomarts, which are purpose-built mobile vehicle stores for 
grocery shopping which allow consumers to pick and buy goods at home

Logistics in Factory 
premises

 Remote driving of trucks or robotic platforms for inward & outward logistic 
operations in closed factory premises such as delivery of assembly parts

Last Mile Delivery  Teleoperated driving of vehicles or robots especially for last mile delivery 
purposes such as food delivery, parcel delivery and grocery delivery

First Mile Delivery  Teleoperated driving of vehicles or robots especially for first mile delivery 
purposes such as parcel pick-up or transport of goods to warehouses

N/A  N/A

Fleet Management  Remote control of an entire fleet of vehicles or robots by operator ranging 
from last-mile delivery robots on public roads to trucks in private premises 

Guided tele-operation 
(AGV) 

 Remote control of automated guided vehicles during difficult maneuvers and 
ability to control multiple vehicles by one single supervisor

DESCRIPTION

Chemical Transport  Teleoperated driving of vehicles or robots especially for transport of 
dangerous chemical in industrial plants

E

E

E

E

E

TD Specialists Customers

COVERAGE

E Expert quoted for high relevance PBV - Purpose Built Vehicle 

OEM’s



Logistics Application Area: Best Practices
Fully operational projects in closed circuits such as intralogistics in warehouses & factory premises & fleet management of AGV’s; whereas pilot & testing 
cases observed in last-mile delivery; Teleoperated driving of special PBVs and robots is gaining traction in last-mile delivery area
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ENTITIES

USE CASE & 
DEPLOYMENT

Teledriving:
Last mile delivery

Teledriving & Tandem Operation: 
Intralogistics in Warehouses, Logistics in 
Factory premises, Fleet management

Teleassistance: 
Remote Driving in Edge cases

Teledriving: 
Store-hailing

DESCRIPTION

 Operation of deliveries on a pre-set public 
road between two XL Parts-owned stores 
where autonomy & parking lot maneuvers 
are assisted with tele-op.

 Udelv’s teleoperation solution focuses on 
early detection of situations that require 
intervention

 First commercial use of a T-pod – an all-
electric, autonomous truck – at a DB 
Schenker facility in Jönköping, SE

 The T-pod will travel continuously to and 
from a warehouse

 The T-pod has no driver’s cab but is 
remotely supervised and tele-operated

 Starsky Robotics' pilot project involved 
driving an 18-wheeled truck without a 
safety driver

 It leveraged a team of tele-operators to 
guide its trucks through tricky situations

 Remote driver watches six real-time feeds 
from exterior cameras 

 Robomart has enabled store-hailing with 
driverless grocery vehicles

 All Robomart vehicles are autonomous, 
electric and remotely piloted from a 
Robomart facility

 Throughout the journey, the tele-operated 
vehicles will be continually restocked

OUTCOME & 
FUTURE 

DEVELOP-
MENT

 Driver shortage in the industry resulted in 
growing pent-up demand for driverless 
last- and middle-mile vehicles

 ADVs seen as main solution by retailers to 
keep delivery costs low

 The project will serve as a base case for 
bringing autonomous, fully electric trucks 
onto public roads

 Lower operating costs & increased load 
capacity to enable electric drive

 Teleoperation represents a critical step 
towards unmanned regular truck service

 As freight deliveries ramp up, 
teleoperators could monitor as many as 10 
to 30 vehicles per hour via video links

 Disruptive innovation with key aim of 
finding a way to get products to 
consumers as cheaply, sustainably and 
efficiently as possible

Link Link Link Link

MATURITY 
LEVEL

Concept Testing Pilot Operation Concept Testing Pilot OperationConcept Testing Pilot Operation Concept Testing Pilot Operation

https://www.udelv.com/udelv-accelerates-autonomous-delivery-with-microsoft-azure-2/
https://www.udelv.com/udelv-accelerates-autonomous-delivery-with-microsoft-azure-2/
https://www.dbschenker.com/global/about/press/t-pod-dbschenker-einride-launch-562040
https://www.dbschenker.com/global/about/press/t-pod-dbschenker-einride-launch-562040
https://venturebeat.com/2019/06/26/starsky-robotics-remotely-drove-an-unmanned-truck-9-4-miles-down-a-florida-highway/
https://venturebeat.com/2019/06/26/starsky-robotics-remotely-drove-an-unmanned-truck-9-4-miles-down-a-florida-highway/
https://observer.com/2019/07/robomart-grocery-retail-disruption-store-hailing-autonomous-vehicles/
https://observer.com/2019/07/robomart-grocery-retail-disruption-store-hailing-autonomous-vehicles/


SEGMENT: MINING



Mining Application Area: Summary
Mining being an early adopter of teleoperation technology is having a high market penetration scope currently & also has a high overall market relevance; 
Mining areas being closely fenced areas and having relatively low degree of complexity with almost minimal human traffic 

January 2021

High 
Focus

Medium 
Focus

Low 
Focus

Not 
Applicable

Use case coverage

Very High Medium LowHigh Evaluation

“Easy implementation of fully autonomous or remote operation due to 
no hard legislation requirement, high remoteness of deployment, 
minimal or no human traffic and a fenced or closed area” 

- Tele-operated driving startup

“Special requirement of robust hardware modules to be installed on the 
vehicle due to rugged landscape of mining & hindrance to 
communication modules, sensors etc., due to heavy dust. Business case 
evaluation is needed for operation b/w tech costs vs driver costs”

- Research organization

Application Area Characteristics (relative in 
nature – compared with other application areas)

APPLICATION 

AREA

Use Cases Coverage 

Key Deployment Scenarios

INTERVIEWEE INSIGHTS

“Driver safety is the main driver for teleoperation; We currently have 
customers for TD-operated bull-dozers & loaders while excavators are in 
development phase. ISO is working for a standard to whether 3rd party 
TD providers can operate OEM vehicles or not ” 

- Global Mining Vehicle Manufacturer

 Remote driving of 
mining vehicles

 Remote driving in 
hazardous areas

 Fleet management

 Guided 
teleoperations 
(AGV)

 Driver training

MARKET DEVELOPMENT

Mining areas being closely fenced areas and having relatively low degree of 
complexity with almost minimal human traffic and supported by expert point of 
view for high penetration scope in the short term makes the overall market 
relevance of mining application area high

Current Status
 Mining vehicles can be remotely controllable using existing 

networks in short ranges & few OEMs suck as CAT are already 
incorporating Tele-op solutions into their vehicle portfolio

Future Growth
 Mining application area is highly favorable for tele-operation with 

a high future growth in the short-term taking efficiencies and 
driver safety into consideration

Tele 
Assistance

Tele Driving
Hybrid 

Operation
Tandem 

Operation

NO. OF DEPLOYMENT 
SCENARIOS

DEGREE OF FENCING

“Mining is an early adopter of teleoperation & is an addressable market 
with high significance in the short-term. Mining vehicles can be 
remotely operated currently using radio-wave technology & with the 
advent of 5G long-range teleoperation is highly plausible”

- Telecommunication provider 

PROVIDER ACTIVITIES

 Huawei mentioned 
remote driving in harsh & 
dangerous environments 
of mining as a key 
potential application

 Telia showcased remote 
driving of an Excavator 
over 5G during a digital 
summit and plans to 
expedite R&D and testing

 Radwin is enabling tele-
operation of Mining 
machinery through its 
digital mining 
connectivity solutions 
portfolio

DEGREE OF 
INITIATIVES

SCOPE OF MARKET 
PENETRATION

Time to 
Maturity

0-3 YEARS

Market Relevance



Mining Application Area: Use Cases & Deployments
Teleassistance & teledriving are more addressed use cases in the mining; Autonomous solutions (ASI) and Zyfra robotics are key tele-op SW&HW providers 
for the mining industry covering extensive number of use cases whereas Caterpillar is developing its own teleoperation modules

January 2021
E Expert quoted for high relevance PBV - Purpose Built Vehicle 

HYBRID OPERATION

TANDEM 
OPERATION

USE CASE DEPLOYMENT

Remote driving of dozer, 
loader & excavator

 Teleoperated driving of heavy earth moving machinery such as dozer, loader 
and excavator used in rough mining conditions

Remote driving of 
haulage trucks 

 Teleoperated driving of trucks used to transport most common form of 
mining materials such as mineral-ore and waste in open-pit mines 

Remote driving in 
dangerous areas

 Remote guidance of mining vehicle during difficult situations such as mine 
blasting, hazardous gaseous environments, heavy dust operations etc.

Guided tele-operations 
(AGV)

 Similar to train on a railroad track, the operator controls acceleration and 
braking of the vehicle on a preset route

Guarded tele-operations/ 
Geofencing

 Enables geo-fencing within tele-op control & offers users to create drivable 
areas within the map & prevents from driving in unsafe areas

Driver training  Use of tele-operation technology to train the new drivers on how to drive 
heavy equipment mining vehicles 

Auto tramming  This function is used to autonomously deploy vehicles from one location to 
another and then take tele-op control when doing technical work

Fleet management

DESCRIPTION

TELEASSISTANCE

TELEDRIVING

 Remote control of entire fleet of mining vehicles or robots by operator 
ranging from heavy earth moving machinery to haulage trucks & AVs

Remote driving in 
edge cases

 Remote guidance of autonomous vehicle from remote centre during 
unexpected situations and driving to a safe area 

COVERAGE

E

E

TD Specialists CustomersOEM’s



Mining Application Area: Best Practices
Projects with all kinds of maturity levels observed in mining; Tele-op providers & OEMs are observed to have different kind of approaches regarding 
hardware for e.g., Zyfra’s & ASI offers a retrofitting solution whereas Caterpillar do not offer its tele-op kit as an aftermarket add-on

January 2021

Teledriving & Hybrid Operation: 
Remote driving of haulage trucks, fleet 
management

Teledriving: 
Remote driving of haulage trucks 

Teledriving: 
Remote driving of haulage trucks 

Teledriving & Tandem Operation:
Remote driving of dozer, loader & excavator, 
fleet management

 Full scale implementation of autonomous 
dump trucks and transported 0.5 mn tons 
of ore

 Solution has the capabilities of retrofitting 
of regular trucks, use of AR technologies, 
integration with fleet management system

 The main task of the project is to test 5G 
networks provided by Huawei on 
unmanned and remote-control dump 
trucks in SUEK Coal’s open-pit coal mine in 
Russia

 The teleoperation technology is provided 
by Zyfra Robotics

 Mining companies Barrick & Anglo 
American partnered with Autonomous 
Solutions, Inc and initiated field trials of a 
new autonomous haulage program

 The partnership focuses on creation of fully 
autonomous, teleoperated, and remote-
control haulage operations

 Caterpillar launched remote control and 
semi-autonomous capabilities to its CAT 
Command platform

 Demonstration of remote-control loading, 
dozing and excavating operations at 
CONEXPO-CON/AGG 2020

 Tele-op kit is pre-integrated into vehicle 
and not an aftermarket add-on

 Teleoperation enhances safety and 
increases productivity in variety of mining 
applications

 Eliminates machine vibration feedback felt 
by the operator, reducing fatigue

 5G is key enabler for Tele-op allowing to 
automate dangerous tasks in mining 

 Zyfra states that remote driving increases 
production rates by 30% & reduces human 
related downtimes by 20%

 Vendor agnostic is a key criterion in 
choosing a Tele-op partner

 Scaling the technology in the future 
depends on the ability to retrofit kits in 
multi-manufacturer equipment

 Addressing current and future labor 
shortages, the technology expands 
machine operation to a larger pool of 
potential operators including people with 
physical limitations

Link Link Link Link

Concept Testing Pilot Operation Concept Testing Pilot OperationConcept Testing Pilot Operation Concept Testing Pilot Operation

ENTITIES

USE CASE & 
DEPLOYMENT

DESCRIPTION

OUTCOME & 
FUTURE 

DEVELOP-
MENT

MATURITY 
LEVEL

https://www.udelv.com/udelv-accelerates-autonomous-delivery-with-microsoft-azure-2/
https://www.zyfra.com/industries/robotics
https://www.dbschenker.com/global/about/press/t-pod-dbschenker-einride-launch-562040
https://im-mining.com/2020/06/26/russia-starts-using-5g-network-autonomous-mining-dump-trucks/
https://venturebeat.com/2019/06/26/starsky-robotics-remotely-drove-an-unmanned-truck-9-4-miles-down-a-florida-highway/
https://asirobots.com/barrick-autonomous-haulage/
https://observer.com/2019/07/robomart-grocery-retail-disruption-store-hailing-autonomous-vehicles/
https://www.cat.com/en_US/news/machine-press-releases/caterpillar-expands-remote-control-and-semi-autonomous-offerings-with-new-cat-command-capabilities.html


SEGMENT: PORTS



Port Application Area: Summary
Mixed views from experts, tele-op providers perceive ports as relevant market while port/container operators argue for a business case evaluation for 
going fully autonomous vs fully tele-op & also point out that it’s easier & safer to operate vehicles using tele-op in foreseeable future

January 2021

High 
Focus

Medium 
Focus

Low 
Focus

Not 
Applicable

Use case coverage

Very High Medium LowHigh Evaluation

“Although autonomous technology is advancing towards providing a 
complete solution to all logistics and port operation scenarios, for the 
foreseeable future, it’s easier and safer to have a human help operate 
these vehicles remotely using tele-operation technology”

- Industry magazine publisher

“Cost of Investments, frequency of operation, scale of implementation 
are the key decisive factors for companies to choose between fully 
autonomous or teleoperation”

- Leading container logistics provider

Application Area Characteristics (relative 
in nature – compared with other application areas)

APPLICATION 

AREA

Use Cases Coverage 

Key Deployment Scenarios

INTERVIEWEE INSIGHTS

“In port & maritime industry, remote driving is not seen as a primary 
source of operation but can act as a secondary source or support to 
autonomous. Fully autonomous operations are viable when output and 
input is fixed & when both are dynamic tele-op is highly feasible”

- Leading container logistics provider

 Smart-yard shifting
 Port Drayage
 Guided tele-

operation (AGV)

 Tele-op in 
Hazardous areas

 Port Drayage

MARKET DEVELOPMENT

High market relevance due to a high degree of fencing & low landscape 
complexity in ports, very high scope of market penetration and average number of 
initiatives according to experts . Teleoperation has a high scope not only in cargo 
terminals but also in passenger terminals and LNG terminals. 

Current Status
 Smart Port concepts around the world focusing on port-vehicle 

collaborations. Big port terminals such as Rotterdam and Antwerp 
plan for complete automation

Future Growth
 High growth in short term in the scenarios such as remote driving 

in dangerous areas & back-up for autonomous vehicles during 
edge cases

Tele 
Assistance

Tele Driving
Hybrid 

Operation
Tandem 

Operation

NO. OF DEPLOYMENT 
SCENARIOS

DEGREE OF FENCING

“Most of the movements in the Port of Rotterdam are automated and 
some are remotely maneuvered. Not only in Cargo terminals, but 
teleoperation also has high relevance in the passenger port terminals as 
well as LNG Port Terminals” 

- LNG terminal operator

PROVIDER ACTIVITIES

 Huawei plans to replace 
geomagnetically 
controlled remote driving 
system with unmanned 
self-driving trucks

 China Mobile tests 
remote control of AGV’s 
in Xiamen port where 
AGV’s are supplied by 
Dongfeng Motors

 Fully operational project 
of remote operation of 22 
AGV’s deployed by 
Radwin at Qingdao port 

DEGREE OF 
INITIATIVES

SCOPE OF MARKET 
PENETRATION

Time to 
Maturity

0-3 YEARS

Market Relevance



Port Application Area: Use Cases & Deployments
Mixed views from experts, tele-op providers perceive ports as a highly relevant market while port/container operators argue for a business case evaluation 
for going fully autonomous vs fully tele-op & also point out that it’s easier & safer to operate vehicles using tele-op in foreseeable future

January 2021

TELEASSISTANCE

TELEDRIVING

HYBRID 
OPERATION

TANDEM 
OPERATION

USE CASE DEPLOYMENT

Remote Driving in 
Edge cases

 Remote guidance of autonomous port vehicles during difficult situations such 
as obstacle recognition, changing path layouts, bad weather etc 

Remote Driving of 
Container Trucks

 Teleoperated driving of trucks in container ports

Remote Driving of 
Straddle Carriers

 Teleoperated driving of straddles for material handling purposes or 
container transportation in a warehouse or a distribution centre 

Remote Driving in 
Hazardous environments

 Remote driving to conduct non-routine hazardous activities such as tractor 
operation in a coal ship 

Smart-yard Shifting  Shifting of truck trailers from one position to other in large logistic yards of 
ports or warehouses or distribution centres

Guided 
tele-operation (AGV)

 Similar to train on a railroad track, the operator controls acceleration and 
braking of the automated guided vehicle on a preset route

Port Drayage  Use of remote driving for port drayage applications such as short hauls from 
ports and other areas to nearby locations (warehouses) 

Transport Shuttles  Remote driving of shuttles in ports for inward and outward transport of 
employees

Fleet management  Remote control of an entire fleet of port vehicles or robots by fleet operator 
ranging from trucks, tractors, AGV’s, straddle carriers etc

DESCRIPTION
COVERAGE

E

E

E

E

E Expert quoted for high relevance

TD Specialists CustomersOEM’s



Port Application Area: Best Practices
Projects with maturity of all levels are observed in the ports; teleoperation is observed to be a primary source of operation in two basic scenarios such as 
remote driving in hazardous areas & navigation of autonomous vehicles in edge cases, while in all other cases acts as a backup for AVs

January 2021

Teledriving & Teleassistance: 
Remote driving in Hazardous areas, Remote 
driving in Edge cases

Hybrid operation: 
Guided Tele-operation (AGV)

Teleassistance: 
Monitoring of Autonomous port vehicles

Teledriving & Teleassistance:
Guided Teleoperation (AGV)

 Teleoperation innovates ports in two basic 
scenarios

 Remote driving to conduct non-routine 
hazardous activities such as tractor 
operation in a coal ship 

 Navigate autonomous vehicles such as 
forklifts, trucks etc., in edge cases

 AGVs are fully automated, unmanned 
container transport vehicles which are 
remotely controlled from the ports NOC 
(Network Operation Centre)

 Radwin deployed 12 base stations around 
the port and 2 mobile units on each AGV 
creating network redundancy and stability

 The assignment is to move containers 
from the DFDS logistics centre in 
Gothenburg to an APM container terminal 
according to needed capacity

 The autonomous system is monitored by 
an operator in a control tower who is also 
responsible for the transport

 Cosco Shipping, China Mobile, and 
Dongfeng Motor Corporation jointly piloted 
the smart port project with high focus on 
remote control of port machinery and 
autonomous driving

 Port workers are expected to soon 
encounter first-hand the safer, cleaner 
and more efficient outcomes of 
integrating teleoperation into their daily 
routines

 AGVs eliminated yard tractors and labor 
force to drive the tractors enabling safer 
and economical transport system within 
the port

 Industry is facing shortage of skilled 
operators and an increase in labor costs

 Teleoperation offers relying upon fewer 
workers to remotely oversee & operate 
fleet of autonomous vehicles

 By 2025, the coastal container hub ports 
aim to initially establish an intelligent 
system with comprehensive perception, 
ubiquitous interconnection, and port-
vehicle collaboration

Link Link Link Link

Concept Testing Pilot Operation Concept Testing Pilot OperationConcept Testing Pilot Operation Concept Testing Pilot Operation
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DESCRIPTION

OUTCOME & 
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MATURITY 
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https://www.udelv.com/udelv-accelerates-autonomous-delivery-with-microsoft-azure-2/
https://www.maritimeprofessional.com/news/teleoperation-revolutionize-intermodal-operations-354704
https://www.dbschenker.com/global/about/press/t-pod-dbschenker-einride-launch-562040
https://im-mining.com/2020/06/26/russia-starts-using-5g-network-autonomous-mining-dump-trucks/
https://venturebeat.com/2019/06/26/starsky-robotics-remotely-drove-an-unmanned-truck-9-4-miles-down-a-florida-highway/
https://www.volvogroup.com/en-en/news/2019/jun/news-3336083.html
https://observer.com/2019/07/robomart-grocery-retail-disruption-store-hailing-autonomous-vehicles/
https://www.worldcargonews.com/news/smart-port-enabled-by-5g--self-driving-technology-launched-in-xiamen-64298


SEGMENT: AIRPORTS



Airport Application Area: Summary
Airport operators are actively pursuing autonomous & teleoperation solutions & working with legislation authorities; Medium to high market 
relevance with midterm time to maturity; Future growth is highly dependent on increased air-passenger traffic after the crisis

January 2021

“Innovation happening parallelly in two areas such as new urban air 
mobility (air taxis) and new ground mobility. Identification of 30 use-
cases and testing completion of around 10 use-cases” 

- International airport operator

“Key challenges the industry is facing currently include technology 
maturity, integration into existing infrastructure, multiple scale 
collaboration and most importantly public acceptance of this 
technology” 

- International airport operator

PLAYERS ACTIVE IN PURSUING TELE-OP

Application Area Characteristics (relative 
in nature – compared with other application areas)

APPLICATION 

AREA

Use Cases Coverage 

Key Deployment Scenarios

INTERVIEWEE INSIGHTS

Tele-op has more scope on airside in comparison to landside of airport & 
key deployments include snow-clearance operations & air-side 
logistic/maintenance support. Rather easy to deal with legal authorities 
since the whole operations are done on-premises

- International airport operator

 Transport Shuttles
 Transport of Luggage
 Baggage Tractor

 Snow-clearance 
operations

 Indoor Cleaning

MARKET DEVELOPMENT

Industry experts from airport operator segment quoted that legislation is rather 
easy in comparison to other industries & teleoperation use-cases are in their 
roadmap. The effect of Covid-19 on airline industry, makes time to maturity 
midterm as operators are shifting their autonomous plans

Current Status
 Most initiatives are at POC and testing level
 Roadmap hindered due to Covid-19 crisis

Future Growth
 Highly dependent on passenger air-traffic growth
 Operators plan to rollout fully operational projects after 2025 

Tele-
assistance

Teledriving
Hybrid 

Operation
Tandem 

Operation

NO. OF 
DEPLOYMENT 

SCENARIOS

DEGREE OF FENCING

“Pre-Covid plans to complete all POCs by end of 2022 & aims to roll-out 
fully operational projects after 2025, but the roadmap is hampered due 
to covid crisis. Post-Covid plans rely on growth in air passenger traffic”

- International airport operator

 Key players active in the development of autonomous and teleoperation solutions 
for ground mobility in both land side and airside areas of airports

DEGREE OF 
INITIATIVES

SCOPE OF MARKET 
PENETRATION Time to 

Maturity

3-6 
YEARS

High 
Focus

Medium 
Focus

Low 
Focus

Not 
Applicable

Use case coverage

Very High Medium LowHigh Evaluation

Market Relevance



Airport Application Area: Use Cases & Deployments
All applications of autonomous and tele-op solutions in airports can be broadly segmented into 4 categories such as transport of people, transport of 
luggage, indoor operations and airside logistic/maintenance support; Industry experts point out that airside applications have huge scope

TELEASSISTANCE

TELEDRIVING

HYBRID 
OPERATION

TANDEM 
OPERATION

USE CASE DEPLOYMENT

Situational assistance to 
autonomous vehicles

 Remote guidance of autonomous vehicles from remote centre during edge 
cases such as pandemic or bad weather etc.,

Baggage tractor  Remote operation of tractor used for transport of luggage in the airside of 
the airports 

Snow clearance 
operations

 Remote operation of snow clearance machines from the airport operation 
centre to remove snow from the runway

Remote delivery of car 
upon arrival

 Remote delivery of preferred car to the airport pickup area for rental 
purposes via a mobile application

Transport shuttles  Remote driving of shuttles on the airside of the airport for passenger 
transport

Indoor 
operation

 Remote driving of robots from an operation centre for floor cleaning, waste 
disposal and passenger guidance activities

Airside maintenance 
support

 Teleoperated driving of vehicles or robots used for maintenance activities 
such as inspection, runway cleaning etc., in the airside of the airports 

Platooning  Remote driving a group of vehicles from a pilot/escort vehicle where the 
pilot vehicle is driven by an operator and it functions as a tele-op centre 

Fleet management  Remote control of an entire fleet of vehicles or robots by operator ranging 
from special airport vehicles or indoor operating robots

COVERAGE
DESCRIPTION

Remote valet parking  Remote driving operator undertakes to park the vehicle, supported by real-
time video streaming that is sent from remotely driven vehicle

E

E

E

E

E

E Expert quoted for high relevance

January 2021
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AIRPORT APPLICATION AREA: BEST PRACTICES
Initiatives observed in the airport application are mostly at testing level of maturity; Autonomous baggage tractor & remote car delivery upon arrival at 
airport are interesting deployment scenarios identified; Expert’s quote snow clearance operations & airside support are highly significant

Teledriving:
Remote delivery of car upon arrival

 Qibus developing a service where it 
delivers a rental car directly to the 
customer and park it after return through 
teleoperation

 Features include booking with a mobile 
application, unlocking of door with phone 
etc

 Initial launch planned by 2020; picking up 
& return limited to specific airports

 Plans for expansion into other application 
areas such as real estate, retail and 
mobility

Link

Concept Testing Pilot Operation

Teledriving:
Autonomous baggage tractor

 At Toulouse-Blagnac airport autonomous 
baggage tractor was tested in partnership 
with Charlatte autonom and Air France

 The autonomous tractor can be driven 
remotely and manually

 Improve safety & enhance baggage flow 
performance 

 Saves time and efficiency and allows 
operators to focus on aircraft handling

Link

Concept Testing Pilot Operation

ENTITIES

USE CASE & 
DEPLOYMENT

DESCRIPTION

OUTCOME & 
FUTURE 

DEVELOP-
MENT

MATURITY 
LEVEL
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https://www.udelv.com/udelv-accelerates-autonomous-delivery-with-microsoft-azure-2/
https://qibus.com/
https://www.udelv.com/udelv-accelerates-autonomous-delivery-with-microsoft-azure-2/
https://qibus.com/


SEGMENT: AGRICULTURE



AGRICULTURE APPLICATION AREA: SUMMARY
On one hand with no hard legislation in comparison to other industries, on-going labor shortages, high degree of fencing, shortcomings of going fully 
autonomous & on other hand with low number of initiatives & deployments, altogether contribute to medium-high market relevance in shorterm

“Europe has a large share in agricultural robotics, which we focus on 
above all. Driving cars remotely is secondary to us now, as there is not 
yet a legal framework to deal with this. Legislation in the area of 
agriculture and logistics has already been resolved“

- Tele-operated driving startup

“Autonomous capabilities can be supplemented with a human backstop 
to make tough decisions & add in human-level intelligence. By 
rethinking things to include remote human operators in the mix, 
companies can be on the fastest path to fully autonomous system”

- Farm robots' startup

AGRI-OEM’s ACTIVE IN PURSUING TELE-OP

Application Area Characteristics (relative in 
nature – compared with other application areas)

APPLICATION 

AREA

Use Cases Coverage 

Key Deployment Scenarios

INTERVIEWEE INSIGHTS & EXPERT QUOTES

“Tractors can now drive around a field with virtually no human control, 
but sometimes they need human intervention in cases such as crossing 
fields, bad-weather etc. tele-operation fills this gap, and one person can 
handle a lot of machines at once”

- Tele-operated driving startup

 Situational assistance to 
Autonomous tractors

 Remote 
tractor/harvester ops

 Agri-robot ops
 Fleet mgmt.

MARKET DEVELOPMENT

From expert's viewpoint, agriculture currently has a high market penetration 
scope. Being highly controlled environment with almost minimal traffic or public 
and with low degree of initiatives and deployment scenarios observed currently, 
adds up to a medium to high market relevance in shorterm

Current Status

 Remote control of agricultural machines is currently available for 
short range & operator on-site applications

Future Growth
 No hard legislation in comparison to other industries enables 

quick implementations of both tele-op and autonomous in the 
short-term 

Tele 
assistance

Teledriving
Hybrid 

Operation
Tandem 

Operation

NO. OF DEPLOYMENT 
SCENARIOS

DEGREE OF FENCING

“Agri industry is facing labor shortages currently & companies with no 
elaborate plans for automation are demanding to ship robots quicker 
with remote teleoperators as a backstop and need development tools 
they can use to tune and fix their robots literally in the fields”

- Farm robots' startup

DEGREE OF 
INITIATIVES

SCOPE OF MARKET 
PENTRATION

Time to 
Maturity

0-3 YEARS

High 
Focus

Medium 
Focus

Low 
Focus

Not 
Applicable

Use case coverage

January 2021

Market Relevance

Very High Medium LowHigh Evaluation



AGRICULTURE APPLICATION AREA: USE CASES & DEPLOYMENTS
Remote control of special agri-machinery is available since quite a few years but for short range and operator on-site applications using radio technology; 
Core agriculture companies are observed to be not active in developing autonomous or tele-operation solutions

TELEASSISTANCE

TELEDRIVING

HYBRID 
OPERATION

TANDEM 
OPERATION

USE CASE DEPLOYMENT

Situational assistance to 
autonomous tractors

 Remote guidance of autonomous tractors from remote centre during 
difficult situations such as changing fields, bad weather etc.,

Remote controlled tractors 
/ harvesters

 Direct remote control of tractors or harvesters from a remote operation 
centre

Weeding robots  Remote control of robots used for removing weeds or unwanted plants in 
the fields

Remote controlled grass 
cutters

 Remote control of machines used for cutting grass in the agricultural fields 
and in forestry applications

Remote control tool 
carrier

 Remote control of tool carrier machine which is used for special applications 
such as maintenance of agri-ponds and embankments

Fleet management  Remote control of an entire fleet of agricultural machines, vehicles or robots 
from a remote operation centre

DESCRIPTION

Vegetable & fruit picking 
robots

N/A  N/A

 Remote control of robots which are used in picking of vegetables and fruits 
after the harvest

COVERAGE

E

E Expert quoted for high relevance

January 2021

TD Specialists CustomersOEM’s



AGRICULTURE APPLICATION AREA: BEST PRACTICES
CNH Industrial introduced the concept of autonomous tractors where a human is always in the loop continuously monitoring and assisting the autonomous 
vehicle in unexpected situations; Achieving tandem operation is in the roadmap of the providers

Teledriving & Tandem operation: 
Weeding robots & robotic fleet 
management

Teledriving & Tandem operation: 
Remote driving tractors, situational 
assistance to autonomous tractors

 FarmWise started production of first 
generation of autonomous weeding 
robots after successful tests 

 To counter the shortcomings of fully 
autonomous, each robot is monitored by a 
collaboration between an on-field human 
operator and a teleoperation service from 
a technical center

 The concept of autonomous tractor is 
developed by CNH Industrial in 
collaboration with New Holland, which 
features complete remote control and 
monitoring of both tractor and influent

 Also, to assist in edge cases such as path 
re-routing, changing fields etc.,

 Plans to reach a higher level of autonomy 
where one person will be able to manage 
more machines

 Eliminates operator error and maximizes 
efficiency

 Plans to incorporate more vehicle 
intelligence feature step by step to achieve 
autonomy

Link Link
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https://www.udelv.com/udelv-accelerates-autonomous-delivery-with-microsoft-azure-2/
https://roboticsandautomationnews.com/2019/01/07/farmwise-launches-autonomous-weeding-robot/20383/
https://www.dbschenker.com/global/about/press/t-pod-dbschenker-einride-launch-562040
https://asirobots.com/farming/


SEGMENT: MOBILITY



MOBILITY APPLICATION AREA: SUMMARY
Mobility has the highest number of initiatives in comparison to other segments with huge no. of deployments across all use cases, but mostly at concept & 
testing phases; Time to maturity is long-term for overall mobility, while few applications such as valet parking will see a quicker adoption

“All L-4 autonomous startups and mobility providers will join the 
competitive market of teleoperated driving. Initially they would develop 
own solutions and later outsource it to a 3rd party service provider“ 

- Teleoperated driving startup

“In terms of legislation & insurance issues RVP is highly plausible than 
AVP; Availability of AVP feature only for high-end vehicles, high initial 
infrastructure costs for installation of cameras & sensors in parking 
garages are key roadblocks for AVP scalability”

- Parking management company

Application Area Characteristics (relative in 
nature – compared with other application areas)

APPLICATION 

AREA

INTERVIEWEE INSIGHTS

“To address mobility market close co-operation is needed with OEMs & 
currently they are not ready due to lack of legal frameworks. Traditional 
OEMs won't give permission to other agencies for remote driving which 
will be a key hurdle for tele-op SW &HW providers”

- Teleoperated driving startup
MARKET DEVELOPMENT

Higher interest & more dynamics by all ecosystem, and expert's opinion that 
overall segment has long-term time to maturity and medium penetration scope, 
but few exceptional applications such as valet parking services & situational 
assistance to autonomous will see a faster adoption 

Current Status
 Companies are piloting fully automated parking lots e.g., 

Mercedes Benz – Bosch – Apcoa collaboration for AVP at 
Stuttgart airport and Mercedes-Benz museum

Future Growth
 No clear legislation & safety framework in full public & traffic 

environments hinders the adoption in short-term, but will be a 
highly addressable market in long-term

NO. OF DEPLOYMENT 
SCENARIOS

DEGREE OF FENCING
SCOPE OF MARKET 

PENETRATION

DEGREE OF 
INITIATIVES

“Remote car delivery/renting, valet parking, fleet management will see 
greater adoption in semi-public environments but in the long-term. 
Teleassistance will be a legal requirement in most countries for L-4 
driving which translates to a higher adoption in midterm”

- Global automotive supplier

PILOT PROJECT

 T-Systems partnered with Ottopia for remote control of a 
connected-car using AI-equipped management system

 Demonstration of remote driving of a car in Tel Aviv, Israel 
from Stuttgart separated by 4,000 kilometers

 Partnership aims to commercialize teleoperation 
technology, for demanding customers such as automotive 
OEMs, Tier-1s & commercial fleet managers

Use Cases Coverage 

Key Deployment Scenarios
 Remote driving in 

Edge cases
 Remote Valet Parking
 Fleet management

 Remote vehicle 
delivery/renting

 Robotaxis
 Transport Shuttles

Tele 
assistance

Teledriving
Hybrid 

Operation
Tandem 

Operation

* valid for the whole application area in general with few exceptional scenarios foresee a faster adoption

Time to 
Maturity

6-9 
YEARS*

High 
Focus

Medium 
Focus

Low 
Focus

Not 
Applicable

Use case coverage

Very High Medium LowHigh Evaluation
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MOBILITY APPLICATION AREA: USE CASES & DEPLOYMENTS
Teleassistance & tele driving are more addressed use cases while tandem operation & hybrid operation use cases are relatively less addressed; Expert’s 
view that remote valet parking and transport shuttles have higher market relevance while vehicle platooning has the least significance

HYBRID 
OPERATION

TANDEM 
OPERATION

USE CASE DEPLOYMENT

Remote Driving in 
Edge cases

 Remote guidance of vehicle from remote centre during difficult situations 
such as inner-city traffic situations, changing road layouts, bad weather etc. 

Remote Valet Parking  A remote driving operator undertakes to park the vehicle, supported by real-
time video streaming that is sent from remotely driven vehicle

Driving Responsibility 
Turnover

 Turning over responsibility of driving personal vehicle on-demand to a remote 
driver thus, enabling a modified taxi-economy via digitalization

Transport for Disabled 
drivers/ Senior People

 Remote controlled driving of vehicles to enhance the mobility of senior or 
handicapped people

Robotaxis  Teleoperated driving of a driverless taxi which is operated by a Ridesharing or 
taxi company from a remote tele-operation center 

Transport Shuttles  Remote control of a driverless shuttle from a teleoperation centre which is 
used for public transport

Automatic Valet Parking  A remote driving centre provides paths to the vehicle in order to drive in an 
automated manner to the available/predefined parking spot

Platooning  Remote driving a group of vehicles from a pilot/escort vehicle where the pilot 
vehicle is driven by an operator & it functions as a tele-op centre 

Fleet Management  Remote control of an entire fleet of vehicles by the fleet operator ranging 
from electric fleets in university campuses to widescale public transport 

Remote vehicle 
delivery/ renting

 Remote delivery of vehicles directly to the customer for car rental or car 
sharing purposes

DESCRIPTION

TELEDRIVING

TELE 
ASSISTANCE

COVERAGE

E

E

E

E

E Expert quoted for high relevance
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MOBILITY APPLICATION AREA: BEST PRACTICES
Most projects observed in the mobility are at an introductory stage of maturity such as concepts, testing or pilot phases while operational projects are not 
observed; Mobility providers are considering tele-op as support to autonomous vehicles during edge cases via tele-assistance

Teledriving: 
Remote vehicle delivery, driving 
responsibility turnover 

Teleassistance: 
Unexpected situations

Teleassistance: 
Remote Driving in Edge cases

Teleassistance: 
Transport shuttles, Unexpected situations

 Qibus is building teleoperation software 
that will allow drivers to push a button on 
the dashboard to turnover driving 
responsibility

 Additionally, the software also enables 
remote delivery of rented car to the 
person at specific locations incl. airports

 Nissan, an early promoter of tele-op has 
built a system based on software used by 
NASA for Mars Rover

 Nissan’s teleoperators do not provide a 
backup in the event of an emergency

 Emergencies happen too quickly for tele-
operators to intervene

 Ottopia's platform selected by BMW 
Group as a preferred multi-SIM 
teleoperation tech partner to support 
autonomous driving services

 Currently testing on public roads using 
public LTE networks on an autonomous 
BMW Group vehicle

 TalTech, Pylot and Telia in Estonia are 
using 5G technology to test cross-border 
remote control of the driverless shuttle

 The project focused on testing tele-op 
technology across country borders

 Operator can take over the car, solve the 
situation & releases the control back

 Enable a taxi-economy using customers’ 
own vehicles

 Redesigning the car rental experience by 
decreasing waiting time

 Teleoperators go into action when the 
center receives a call and the car’s control 
system does not know what to do

 Solving unexpected situations via remote 
human control

 Enable on-demand mobility services for 
autonomous driving

 Testing and measurement of multiple 
performance metrics such as delay and 
video quality over public LTE networks

 Ability to use human decision-making logic 
which advanced autonomous technology 
cannot solve

Link Link Link Link
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https://www.sae.org/news/2019/10/human-in-the-loop-autonomous-teleoperations
https://www.sae.org/news/2019/10/human-in-the-loop-autonomous-teleoperations
https://www.cedengineering.com/userfiles/Self-Driving%20Cars%20-%20What%20Can%20We%20Realistically%20Expect.pdf
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/ottopia-selected-one-most-suitable-130000165.html?.tsrc=fin-srch&guccounter=2
https://www.teliacompany.com/en/news/news-articles/2020/this-self-driving-vehicle-in-tallinn-is-operated-from-munich/
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KEY TECHNOLOGY CHALLENGES OVERVIEW
Maturity of technology to be fully operational but not a POC level, alignment to their current autonomous roadmaps, value add to their business, fast & safe 
solution, integration with existing or new IT infrastructure & multiple scale collaborations are key expectations from customers

January 2021

INTERVIEWEE INSIGHTS & EXPERT QUOTES

“The main challenge today is getting a reliable low-latency link with high 
video quality from vehicle to the remote-control center. This is so hard 
because standard video does not operate well in dynamic conditions of 
bandwidth and latency”

- Teleoperated driving startup

CHALLENGE DESCRIPTION

OPERATIONAL LATENCY

LOW LATENCY VIDEO 
TRANSMISSION

NETWORK RELIABILITY

INTEGRATION

CYBERSECURITY

 Operational latency is the major source of latency in the complete remote 
operation system in comparison to network latency

 Delay causing factors include Servo-driven mechanics, video encoding & 
decoding

 Teledriving requires ultra-low latency & beamforming for high throughput & 
capacity enabling continuous video transmission

 Latency peaks cause safety threats when video buffers due to congestion

 According to ISO 26262 network reliability is a key requirement for functional 
tele-operated driving

 Network reliability guarantees high connectivity for vehicle & and ensures loss 
of mission critical information such as video feeds and responses

 Software platform needs to be integrated with most common vehicle 
architectures & computing platforms and support broad range of HW devices 

 Integration with current fleet management systems is also a key factor

 Tele-op relies on connectivity & if cybersecurity features are not built into the 
solution; it increases the risk & such solution will jeopardize the entire fleet

 Multi-layered, holistic cybersecurity solution becomes imperative for tele-
driving
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“The connectivity that enables tele-operated driving comes with 
inherent cyber risks, which is why we are ensuring the highest level of 
protection for our tele-operation safety technology by partnering with 
Argus”

- Teleoperated driving startup

“Current pilot and small-scale implementations are performed by own 
and strongly agree the need for integration partner for large scale 
implementations and scalability to cope up with the future market 
growth” 

- Teleoperated driving startup

“With multiple stakeholders i.e., solution providers, core SW & HW 
vendors, OEMs, & telecom companies being part of the ecosystem, 
when there is a system failure tracking of liability, issues are a major 
challenge”

- Research organization



CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS
Overall success of the tele-op tech is achieved through collaboration of all eco-system players; Integration, vendor agnostic and vehicle agnostic SW 
platforms, interoperability and new networking technologies such as QoS prediction, multiple/redundant links are some key success factors 

January 2021

CLOUD,
STORAGE 

& 
APPLICATIONS 

SYSTEMS 
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CONSULTING

DATA
CONNECTIVITY

“One key critical success factor is network 
reliability and stability. Tele-op provider who are 
using AI based network predictions will have high 
chance of winning market “

- Global automotive supplier

“Connection to more than one mobile network or 
provision of multiple/redundant link
Quality of Service prediction software algorithms 
with AI “

- Tele-operated driving startup

“Currently research is undergoing on the usage of 
mobile edge computing in tele-operated driving , 
but MEC will have huge applications in this 
technology”

- Global automotive supplier

INTERVIEWEE INSIGHTS

“The decisive factor for safe tele-operation is that 
the data transmission of both the environmental 
data and the control signals to produce as little 
delay as possible” 

- Research organization

AI: AI is of great importance for the perception of the immediate surroundings by the vehicle where data 
is analyzed in real-time and detection of objects with the help of data 

MOBILE EDGE CLOUD: Computations can be carried out in MEC application servers in order to reduce the 
data volume transmitted from the vehicle to the vehicle control center

INTEGRATION: Capability of the teleoperated driving platform to seamlessly integrate with existing IT 
infrastructure of the customer i.e., fleet management systems, autonomous platforms etc.

VENDOR AGNOSTIC SW PLATFORM: Vendor-agnostic and easy to integrate, so that any vehicle type can 
use the solution without overhauling the vehicle hardware system

VEHICLE AGNOSTIC SW PLATFORM: Vehicle-agnostic, so that operators can select and scale up with 
their vehicle manufacturers (OEMs) and autonomous system providers of choice

INTEROPERABILITY: Flexible and interoperable, so that customers can seamlessly blend fully-
autonomous and semi-autonomous operating modes across multiple fleets.

QoS PREDICTION: Target assessment of the experienced network QoS, where it monitors different 
parameters such as prediction of available bandwidth and to select a route for vehicle accordingly

NETWORK SLICING: Instantiating a virtual network slice for the data transmission, it facilitates sufficient 
and predictable bandwidth, and thus enabling improved safety during the teleoperation

BANDWIDTH BOOSTING: Supporting multiple links, both for bonding (bandwidth boosting) and for 
Redundancy/latency peaks fighting. The use of multiple links saves important milli seconds on latency

SW – Software; QoS – Quality of Service 
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About this study

This document is intended for general informational purposes only and does not take into 
account the reader’s specific circumstances and may not reflect the most current 
developments. 

Frenus disclaims, to the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, any and all liability for the 
accuracy and completeness of the information in this document and for any acts or omissions 
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licensed professionals.
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